grand plaza is today. This city operated solely within itself, allowing neither for entty nor exit. An intense light resided within the center of the city. Naturally this was the primary focus of all within the walls. According to ancient myths, a chosen one. A golden child, went into the light and became one with the light. In doing this, ancient prophecies were fulfilled and the walls of the ancient city were destroyed. Amonwnent to the golden child now stands in the center of the new (Ideal) city in the Grand Plaza. The creation of Light embodies the beginning of human existence, just as, the culmination of light signals the end of human life. Light forms the gateway of birth and completes the journey towards man's destiny, death. The sacred myths in the journey-death and religion, shelter and city, language and technology-become mere rituals and artifacts of time, monuments of past myths and boundaries. The beginning and end of light form the gateway of an infinite density, the black hole. Light's journey circumscribes time: the past light of the sun becomes our present light, yet expands unknowingly into the future. Gravity becomes light's boundary and thus the universal destiny of light, its beginning and end. The 'light' of science, the final key to existence, replaces myths and superstitions. The arrival at the final gateway of death unlocks the hidden sacred reality of human order. This gateway of time and space culminates in the ideal city, dimension, force, or God.
Ascent of Consciousness

Ascent of Consciousness Michael Deane
The notion of arrival is not one of a physical passage but rather one of conscious awareness. This can be realized only after a continuous effun. A threshold is a device that helps those that are not aware, to become aware. A very successful way of helping the unaware is providing them with a ritual that enlightens them, thus, causing a conscious understanding. Modem man does not have a common set ofbeliefS or a dogma that is uncontested. True understanding can only come through a personal decision. The only way man can separate himself from outside influences is through a transcendental experience. The idealized city can only be one mans understanding of what that place is.
Acoma valley New Mexico a threshold found enchanted mesa (mesa encantada) a sacred mountain of both the physical and spiritual world for man cognition is the process of acquiring a conscious awareness: arrival the journey seeks the threshold the threshold is the ascent the threshold is between the journey and the understanding the idealized city is beyond the physical world for those who are aware.
